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Abstract
Navy enlisted classifications (NECs) denote special skills beyond those associated
with a rating. They are used in defining manpower requirements and in managing
personnel by tracking sailors who have acquired these skills. NEC Fit is one of two
primary metrics that Navy leadership uses to assess enlisted fleet manning. It has
been scrutinized for several years because fleet levels have been below target goals.
This study identifies major issues that prevent the Navy from achieving higher NEC
Fit and recommends actions to mitigate those issues and improve fleet Fit levels.
Many processes and factors affect NEC Fit. This study focuses on enlisted
distribution, ship modernization, and the executability of NEC requirements. It
examines the distribution process to determine whether it is aligned to maximize
NEC Fit, analyzes how and why system upgrades affect NEC Fit, and investigates fleet
NEC requirements to determine whether their paygrade structures impede higher Fit
levels.
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Executive Summary
Navy enlisted classifications (NECs) are special skills that extend beyond those
associated with a rating. They are used in defining manpower requirements and in
personnel management to track sailors who have acquired these skills.

NEC Fit issues
The Navy primarily uses Rating Control Number (RCN) Fit and NEC Fit to measure
and assess enlisted fleet manning levels.1 In general, Fit measures the quantity and
quality of the crew relative to the unit’s authorized requirements. RCN Fit measures
how well units are manned at the rating/community (occupation) and payband
(experience) levels; NEC Fit measures how well a unit’s requirements for specialized
skills, as defined by the NECs attached to authorized billets, are filled by the crew.
For the past two years, Fit levels for critical NECs have been 12 to 15 percentage
points below RCN Fit, and levels for non-critical NECs have been even lower. The
levels in September 2014 indicate that a quarter of the critical NEC requirements on
guided-missile destroyers (DDGs) were not filled. Given the importance of these skills
to unit readiness, Navy leadership is concerned with these low levels and has
prioritized efforts to improve NEC Fit.

Study objectives and scope
This study has two broad objectives: (1) identify and analyze the major issues that
prevent the Navy from achieving higher NEC Fit and (2) recommend actions that the
Navy can take to mitigate those issues and improve NEC Fit. NEC Fit is the end
product of many Manpower, Personnel, Training & Education (MPT&E) processes,
including recruiting, training, personnel allocation, and distribution. Numerous
factors, both within and outside the MPT&E world, affect the ability of these
1
The Navy calculates other metrics to assess enlisted manning—RCN Fill, NEC Fill, and NEC
Aggregate Percent (which we define in the report)—but RCN and NEC Fit are the most common.
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processes to ultimately assign qualified sailors to fill fleet NEC requirements.
Because a study of all these processes and factors is beyond the resources of this
study, we concentrated our efforts in three areas:


Enlisted distribution process



Ship modernization program



Paygrade structure of NEC requirements

Findings
Our investigation uncovered five major findings. The paragraphs that follow describe
each one in turn.
The distribution process is not aligned to maximize NEC Fit. A disconnect exists
between how the distribution system generates NEC requests and how Fit measures
NEC manning. Whereas the distribution system counts all the NECs held by a unit’s
crewmembers in determining NEC shortfalls, NEC Fit counts only sailors who are
assigned a distribution NEC (DNEC) and hold that NEC. This disconnect can cause the
distribution system to assess a unit’s NEC requirements as fully manned even though
Fit levels show NEC gaps. When this occurs, the system won’t generate a request for
the NEC, and without that demand signal, detailers will not assign sailors with that
DNEC to the unit. As a result, the NEC Fit gaps will remain unfilled.
System upgrades with new NEC requirements degrade NEC Fit. In-service units that
receive system upgrades with new NEC requirements suffer decreases in their
measured NEC Fit. Our analysis shows that it takes up to 15 months from the date of
the new NEC requirements in the Total Force Manpower Management System
(TFMMS) for Fit levels to reach their steady state. The primary reason for the
decrease in Fit is not the upgrade but how (and when) the new requirements are
entered in TFMMS. We found that new NEC requirements become the authorized
requirements 9 to 12 months before the start of the installation period. This means
that Fit is measured against a system that won’t be on board for almost a year.
Therefore, it is not surprising that, during this time, Fit levels are very low.
Out-year manpower requirements in TFMMS do not reflect future NEC changes due to
modernization, resulting in training mismatches. New manpower requirements for inservice units scheduled for system upgrades are entered into TFMMS about one year
before installation. The Navy’s process for planning, resourcing, and scheduling
schoolhouse training focuses on requirements three years in the future.
Consequently, using TFMMS out-year requirements as the basis for NEC school plans
can result in inaccurate plans for some NECs. It will underestimate training
requirements (which will result in insufficient training capacity) for new system NECs
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and will overestimate requirements (which will result in unused training resources)
for legacy system NECs.
Modernization increases apprentice NEC training requirements. System-specific
journeyman NECs often have system-specific apprentice NECs as prerequisites.
Sailors who are in training for journeyman NECs for a new system and who were
previously trained on an older system (which is usually the case when new systems
are introduced) will need to retake part of the apprentice-level training for the new
system to earn the prerequisite NECs. This additional throughput in new-system
apprentice NEC training can cause capacity-requirement mismatches (which can
affect Fit by limiting the number of sailors earning these NECs) if not accounted for
in the training planning process.
Some NEC requirements are difficult to fill because their paygrade structure is not
aligned with current personnel management and training policies. Most surface sonar
technician (STG) jobs that require a journeyman NEC are expected to be filled by
sailors on their second sea tours. However, about half of these NEC requirements are
tied to E-5 billets, and we found that most E-5 STGs at sea are still on their first sea
tours. Because journeymen NECs are not part of STG accession training, these sailors
have limited opportunities to earn the journeyman NEC during their first sea tours.

Recommendations
We offer several recommendations to address these issues and ultimately improve
fleet NEC Fit.
To improve the alignment between the distribution NEC demand signal and the NEC
Fit metric, we recommend the following actions:


Update the Enlisted Personnel Requisition System by changing how the NEC
module determines NEC shortfalls. Instead of counting all the NECs held by
crewmembers, it should count only sailors who are DNEC’d to that NEC.



Look for more opportunities to have detailers assign secondary DNECs to
improve NEC Fit. A sailor can be assigned to fill two NEC requirements (i.e.,
he or she can be assigned a primary and secondary DNEC) provided both
NECs do not represent full-time jobs. Taking full advantage of these
opportunities will enable detailers to fill more NEC Fit gaps that are not
reported by the distribution system.

In the longer term, the transition to billet-based distribution (BBD) for enlisted sailors
will eliminate these problems. Under BBD, sailors will be detailed to specific billets. A
requisition will contain all the qualifications (rate, rating, primary and secondary
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NEC) of the vacant billet. Thus, the NEC inventory of crewmembers who are not
assigned to that billet will not affect the NEC qualifications attached to a requisition.
To lessen the effects of system upgrades on NEC Fit, we recommend the following
changes to TFMMS and the Student Input Plan (SIP) process:


Set the effective date of new system NEC requirements in TFMMS to coincide
with the installation date. Manpower requirements for a new system should
not appear as the current authorized requirement until the system has been
installed. TFMMS has the capability to define the date (month and year) of
future manpower requirements. Each record in TFMMS has effective start and
end dates that define the timeframe during which the billet information in
that record is valid.



Enter future modernization manpower changes in TFMMS at least three years
in advance. Modernization program offices plan system upgrade schedules
well in advance of the installation. TFMMS should be synced with these plans,
and its out-year requirements should reflect these scheduled changes.



Plan for training increases in apprentice NECs that are prerequisites for new
system journeyman NECs. Many sailors who are in training for journeyman
NECs for new systems will need to retake part of the apprentice training for
the new system to satisfy prerequisites. The SIP process needs to account for
these additional requirements to ensure that sufficient training capacity will
exist to fill all the apprentice and journeyman NECs.

Improving the alignment between NEC requirements and the Navy’s personnel
management and training policies is a more difficult challenge. We believe the first
step is to identify those NECs and ratings that have significant misalignments
between career path expectations and execution. We suggest focusing this review on
journeyman NEC requirements in high-tech, sea-intensive ratings.
These misalignments stem from a more systemic issue that creates challenges for
enlisted manning—namely, that manpower requirements are defined by paygrade,
whereas many personnel management policies (e.g., sea-shore flow) are defined by
length of service.
MPT&E initiatives, such as defining first-term billets and using this information to
determine accession requirements, help to highlight this issue and can ultimately
reduce the magnitude of these misalignments. But this issue requires further
investigation to seek a better two-way alignment between how manpower
requirements are defined and the processes, procedures, and policies that govern
how the Navy grows, manages, trains, develops, and assigns its enlisted workforce.
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Introduction
Background
Since 2005, the Navy has measured and assessed enlisted fleet manning using two
primary metrics: Rating Control Number (RCN) Fit and Navy Enlisted Classification
(NEC) Fit. RCN Fit measures how well units are manned at the rating/community and
payband levels.2,3 NEC Fit measures how well the specialized skills of a unit’s
crewmembers, as defined by NECs, match those required by the unit’s authorized
billets.4 The Navy computes Fit levels for all non-closed-loop NECs and for a subset of
these NECs that warfare community experts have identified as being critical to a
unit’s mission capability.
Figure 1 shows quarterly snapshots of RCN and NEC Fit levels for DDG-51 class ships
(guided-missile destroyers) over the past five years.5 During this time, RCN Fit has
been relatively stable, with levels ranging from 84 to 89 percent. NEC Fit, however,
has varied more, and its levels have been much lower. Over the past two years, Fit
levels for critical NECs have been 12 to 15 percentage points below RCN Fit, and
levels for non-critical NECs have been even lower. The levels in September 2014
indicate that a quarter of the critical NEC requirements on DDGs were not filled.
Given the importance of these skills to unit readiness, Navy leadership is concerned
with these low levels and has prioritized efforts to improve NEC Fit.

RCNs represent enlisted distribution communities. Most are defined by a rating, but some are
defined by one or more NECs (mostly closed-loop NECs that define a distribution community).

2

Paybands are defined as apprentice (E-1 through E-4), journeyman (E-5 through E-6), and
supervisor (E-7 through E-9).
3

An NEC identifies a non-rating-wide skill, knowledge, aptitude, or qualification that must be
documented to identify both people and billets for management purposes [1].

4

For this study, we computed NEC Fit levels using onboard personnel data in the Enlisted
Master Record (EMR) and current month billet authorizations in the Total Force Manpower
Management System (TFMMS). Consequently, our onboard personnel counts do not include
sailors on temporary additional duty (TAD). In addition, for class average Fit, we excluded units
that had billets but no onboard personnel.
5

1

Figure 1.

Average RCN and NEC Fit levels for DDG-51 class ships

In 2014, CNA completed a study of enlisted fleet manning that focused primarily on
RCN Fit [2]. In it, we analyzed issues in the manpower, personnel, training, and
education processes and policies that cause or contribute to fleet RCN Fit gaps and
identified actions to mitigate these issues and improve RCN Fit. The Assistant
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Manpower, Personnel and Training (N1B) asked
CNA to continue this work by identifying and analyzing issues that prevent the Navy
from achieving higher fleet NEC Fit.

Tasking and scope
This study has two broad objectives: (1) identify and analyze the major issues that
prevent the Navy from achieving higher NEC Fit and (2) recommend actions that the
Navy can take to mitigate these issues and improve fleet NEC Fit.
NEC Fit is the end product of many Manpower, Personnel, Training & Education
(MPT&E) processes, including recruiting, C-school training, personnel allocation, and
distribution. Numerous factors, both within and outside MPT&E’s control, affect the
ability of these processes to ultimately assign enough qualified sailors to fill fleet
NEC requirements. Because a study of all these processes and factors is beyond the
resources of this study, we narrowed the scope by focusing our investigation in three
areas:


Enlisted distribution process



Ship modernization program



Paygrade structure of NEC requirements
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In examining the enlisted distribution process, our primary concern was whether it is
designed to maximize NEC Fit. In other words, are the systems and business rules
that are used in generating the distribution NEC demand signal for sailors aligned
with how the Fit metric measures NEC manning?
The Navy’s modernization program installs new systems on platforms to correct
maintenance and performance issues and improve warfighting capability. In some
cases, system upgrades change the platform’s manpower requirements, usually in
the form of new NECs. Our examination of the Navy’s modernization program
addresses two issues: (1) how system upgrades that bring new NEC requirements
affect fleet NEC Fit and (2) how the MPT&E enterprise plans for and executes these
new requirements.
NEC requirements are attached to billets that have paygrade requirements. Previous
research in CNA’s enlisted fleet manning study found that billet paygrade structures
can cause challenges in filling billets at the rating and payband levels if they are not
aligned with the Navy’s personnel management processes and policies. Because NEC
requirements are managed and filled differently than rating requirements, we
investigate whether the paygrade structure of some NEC requirements poses
challenges in filling them with qualified sailors.

Organization of document
We present our analysis and findings in five sections. The first reviews the set of
metrics the Navy uses to assess NEC manning. The second section examines the
enlisted distribution process and its relationship to NEC Fit. In the third section, we
examine the Navy’s modernization program, specifically the ASW improvement
program on DDG-51 class ships, and its effects on NEC Fit. We also identify issues
that hamper the MPT&E organization’s ability to plan for the manpower changes that
result from system upgrades. The fourth section investigates whether NEC
requirements are executable based on their paygrade structure, and the fifth section
summarizes our major findings and recommendations.
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Assessing NEC Manning Levels
Personnel readiness is a major component of unit readiness. Having the required
number of qualified sailors on board is essential for a unit to perform its warfighting
mission. For its enlisted force, the Navy defines and measures sailor quality by
rating, paygrade, and NEC. Accordingly, fleet leadership, in conjunction with the
Navy Personnel Command (NPC), developed a set of metrics that measure not only
the number of sailors on board, but how well their qualifications and experience
levels match the unit’s authorized manpower requirements.

NEC manning metrics
The Navy developed three metrics to assess NEC manning: NEC Fit, NEC Fill, and NEC
Aggregate Percent (Aggr%). Each metric gives a slightly different perspective of a
unit’s NEC manning. Not all NECs are included in these metrics. Specifically, closedloop NECs that define a distribution community are excluded from the NEC manning
metrics because they are accounted for in RCN Fit and Fill. In addition, the Navy
reports two sets of NEC manning levels: one for all NECs (except those in RCN Fit)
and one for just the critical NECs. Critical NECs represent those skills that are
deemed crucial for a unit to perform its mission. Subject matter experts (SMEs)
within each warfighting community have identified which NECs are critical on each
unit. They’ve also defined the minimum manning level (i.e., threshold) for each
critical NEC.

NEC Aggr%
NEC Aggr% measures the combined (i.e., aggregate) specialized skills of the entire
crew, regardless of whether the sailors are in positions to use those skills. It equals
the ratio of the number of NECs on board (i.e., held by crewmembers in their
personnel records) to the number of authorized NEC requirements (i.e., NECs
attached to authorized billets).6,7 Because NEC Aggr% accounts for all crewmembers’
6

It counts only those NECs for which the unit has a requirement.

7

This includes both primary NECs (PNECs) and secondary NECs (SNECs).

4

skills (whether used or unused), it gives an upper bound measure of the crew’s
aggregate skills.

NEC Fill
NEC Fill is a slightly more restrictive measure in that it does not count NECs on
board that are in excess of the unit’s requirement. It equals the ratio of the number
of NECs on board (i.e., held by the crew) that are not in excess of the authorized
requirement to the number of authorized NECs. For example, if a ship has six sailors
on board with NEC-0524, but requires only four, all six would count in NEC Aggr%,
but only four would count in NEC Fill. Whereas NEC Aggr% can exceed 100 percent,
NEC Fill cannot.

NEC Fit
NEC Fit measures more than the crew’s total skill sets. It also accounts for how these
sailors are used by crediting an NEC Fit match only if a sailor who holds the NEC is
designated to use that skill. It uses the distribution NEC (DNEC) as the basis for this
designation. DNECs signify the NEC requirements that a sailor is expected to fill. A
sailor can be assigned up to two DNECs. NEC Fit equals the number of sailors who
are both distributed to (DNEC’d) and hold the NEC (or senior NEC) in their inventory
divided by the number of authorized NEC requirements.8
For some NECs, there is an additional constraint that the sailor belongs to the source
rating of the NEC. If an NEC has multiple source ratings, as identified in the NEC
manual [1], the sailor can be from any of the source ratings and does not have to
match the rating of the billet to which the NEC is attached. For all other NECs, a
sailor of one rating may not be substituted for another rating, even though he or she
holds the same NEC. Reference [3] describes other rules used in NEC Fit calculations
that pertain to certain NECs.

NEC manning in DRRS-N
United States Fleet Forces Command (USFFC) operates the Defense Readiness
Reporting System–Navy (DRRS-N), which, in conjunction with its supporting
Personnel Figure of Merit (PFOM) Module, calculates and reports personnel readiness

The rules for calculating NEC Fit changed in 2014. They formerly included a payband
restriction as in RCN Fit. All NEC Fit levels in this paper were calculated using the new rules.
8
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measures for fleet units and the tasks and missions they perform. PFOM is a single
measure that combines four components of personnel readiness: RCN Fit, NEC Fit,
Officer Fit, and a fleet training course component.9
Although the personnel Fit metrics (RCN, NEC, and Officer) and PFOM have many
similarities, they were developed for different purposes. The Fit metrics provide a
measure of how well a unit’s total manpower requirements are met. They measure
the performance of the MPT&E enterprise in providing fleet units with the right
number and right type of personnel. The purpose of DRRS-N’s PFOM, however, is to
relate personnel resources to readiness. It does this by calculating PFOM measures
for each task and mission that the unit is expected to perform. It then translates the
PFOM scores to readiness levels (i.e., Ready, Qualified Ready, or Not Ready). As a
result, if a unit has gaps in its personnel resources, DRRS-N will show the readiness
implications in each mission area.10
DRRS-N also tracks how well critical NECs are manned. Although critical NEC
manning affects the PFOM score the same as non-critical NEC manning, critical NEC
levels can override the readiness levels (i.e., Ready, Qualified Ready, or Not Ready)
associated with these scores. If the manning threshold level for a critical NEC is not
met, that task will receive a “Not Ready” assessment.

NEC Fit vs. RCN Fit
The importance of NEC Fit relative to RCN Fit in measuring a unit’s manning
depends, in part, on the ratio of NEC requirements (only those NECs that are
included in NEC Fit) to total billets. Figure 2 from [2] shows the ratio of these NECs to
billets on DDGs, nuclear aircraft carriers (CVNs), strike fighter (VFA) squadrons, and
nuclear submarines (SSNs). The ratios range from a low of 0.3 for CVNs to a high of
0.8 for VFA squadrons. This suggests that NEC Fit is a less important manning
measure for carriers than for the other units.

The training course component measures how many sailors completed fleet-required F- and
T-school courses.
9

See [4] for a more complete description of the PFOM metric and its relationships to RCN and
NEC Fit.

10
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Figure 2.

Ratio of Fit NECs to RCN billets on four classes of operational units

Source: [2].

In addition, NEC requirements are not evenly distributed across all ratings. They tend
to be concentrated in the more technical ratings (e.g., Electronic Technician (ET)).
Figure 3, also from [2], shows the number of billets (blue columns) and NEC
requirements (red columns) by division on DDG-51 class ships. It includes only billets
that are used in Fit calculations. NEC requirements (and, therefore, the NEC Fit
metric) are dominated by the combat systems division. This implies that NEC Fit may
be a more important measure of personnel readiness in the warfare mission areas
(e.g., anti-air warfare mission) than in engineering/propulsion or supply.
Figure 3.

Number of billets and NECs by division on DDG-51 ships

Source: [2].
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Does the Enlisted Distribution Process
Maximize NEC Fit?
Enlisted distribution
The enlisted distribution process assigns sailors who are in the distributable
inventory to fleet units to fill current and projected manning shortfalls.11 Figure 4
shows the distribution process and its relationships to manpower requirements and
the personnel allocation process. The diagram also shows the role of NEC Fit within
these processes.
Figure 4.

Overview of enlisted personnel allocation and distribution process

Not all sailors are in the distributable inventory. Those who are not include sailors in a
student, TPPH (transients, patients, prisoners, and holdees), or limited duty status.

11

8

For fleet units, Navy Manpower Analysis Center (NAVMAC) determines fiscally
unconstrained manpower requirements based on the unit’s Required Operational
Capability/Projected Operating Environment (ROC/POE). The unit’s resource sponsor
then decides which requirements to fund. The funded (or authorized) manpower
requirements make up a unit’s activity manning document (AMD). These authorized
requirements are also entered into the TFMMS, which is the Navy’s authoritative
source for all manpower requirements. Each authorized billet is defined by a rating,
paygrade, and up to two NECs. Authorized billets serve as the basis for both the RCN
and NEC Fit and Fill metrics.
Unit manning targets are defined by a combination of billets authorized (BA) and the
Navy Manning Plan (NMP). NMP defines the unit’s feasible target for manning levels
given the available distributable inventory and the personnel policies that govern the
allocation of this inventory. NMP is based on short-term projections of available
inventory, which are estimated using projected rotation dates, output from accession
training pipelines, and authorized billet information in TFMMS. NMP defines manning
targets for each distribution community (ratings and closed-loop NECs) and
paygrade. These targets represent the highest level of manning that an activity
should expect.
The distribution process involves two main actions. The first is determining a unit’s
manning shortfalls and generating distribution demand signals (i.e., requisitions) to
send to the detailers. The second action is selecting and designating sailors for
assignment to the unit to fill these shortfalls.
NEC Fit measures the number of sailors DNEC’d to a unit relative to its authorized
NEC requirements. Because detailers are responding to the distribution demand
signal, we examined whether this demand signal is designed to maximize NEC Fit. In
other words, are the systems and business rules that are used in generating the NEC
component of the distribution demand signal aligned with how the Fit metric
measures NEC manning?

Distribution NEC demand signal
To understand the NEC distribution demand signal, we need to review how NEC
requirements are attached to billet requisitions. Reference [5] describes how
requisitions are produced in the enlisted distribution system.12 A requisition is a
signal to the detailers (Pers-4) that a manning shortfall exists at the unit. It is issued

There have been some updates to the requisition process that is described in [5]. Our
description of the process includes these changes.
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when there is a calculated shortfall of onboard personnel to NMP. The Enlisted
Personnel Requisition System (ENPRES) generates requisitions using NMP and
projections of onboard manning for nine months in the future. The system
comprises three modules. The "balancing module" determines the number of
requisitions to be issued for each activity, by distribution community (RCN) and
paygrade. The "NEC module" attaches NEC requirements to the requisition. And the
"priority module" puts the requisitions into the order in which the Manning Control
Authority (MCA) would like the requisitions to be filled.13
The NEC module assigns non-closed-loop NECs to requisitions. An NEC on a
requisition represents a signal to bring the activity to the level of NEC manning
mandated by its authorized billets.
Assigning NECs to requisitions involves two steps. The first is to determine shortages
for each NEC that is required by the unit. For each NEC that appears on an
authorized billet, the module calculates the following quantities:


Number of NEC requirements attached to authorized billets, counting both
primary and secondary NECs (NEC_Req)14



Number of sailors who are DNEC’d to the NEC and hold the NEC (DNEC)



Number of sailors who hold the NEC but were not DNEC'd (INV).

The module determines NEC shortages by subtracting the sum of the number of
sailors who are DNEC'd and the number of sailors who hold the NEC from the
number of NEC requirements, as shown below:
(1)

_

In other words, the computation counts all the NECs held by crewmembers,
regardless of whether the crewmembers are DNEC’d to the NEC. Thus, it computes
NEC manning levels in the same way as the NEC Aggr% metric.
The second step involves assigning those NECs that have shortages to requisitions.
The NEC module matches NEC shortages against the distribution community
USFFC is the MCA for fleet units; Commander,
(COMNAVPERSCOM) is the MCA for shore activities.
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Although NMP manning targets are usually less than the number of authorized billets, this
does not reduce NEC requirements. Both the distribution demand signal and Fit metric are
based on the full number of authorized NECs.
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requisitions from the balancing module. Assigning NECs to requisitions must comply
with the source rating and paygrade requirements of that NEC as defined in the NEC
Manual. If there are insufficient requisitions on which to post a unit’s NEC shortfalls,
priority is given to the most poorly manned skills. The NEC module will attach only
one NEC to a requisition.

Distribution NEC shortfalls vs. NEC Fit gaps
NEC Fit gaps decrement NEC Fit levels. The distribution process should be designed
to reduce NEC Fit gaps by sending detailers a demand signal of these shortfalls. The
problem is that the rules for determining distribution NEC shortfalls differ from
those used to determine NEC Fit gaps. Figure 5 illustrates this disconnect. Both the
distribution demand signal and Fit metric use authorized NEC requirements as the
manning target. However, the distribution demand signal determines NEC shortfalls
based on the crew’s entire inventory of NECs (i.e., all NECs held by the
crewmembers), whereas NEC Fit gaps are based on only those sailors who are
DNEC’d. In other words, the distribution process counts all NECs (whether the sailor
is DNEC’d or not), whereas the NEC Fit metric counts only sailors who are DNEC’d
and hold the NEC in their personnel records.
Figure 5.

Disconnect between distribution NEC shortfalls and NEC Fit gaps
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How this disconnect affects NEC Fit
From an NEC Fit perspective, this disconnect can give rise to situations in which the
distribution system sees a unit as having sufficient NECs on board to fill all the
authorized requirements even though the Fit level shows NEC gaps. Because the
system sees the NEC as fully manned, it won’t generate a request (i.e., attach the NEC
to a requisition). Without a demand signal, the detailers will not distribute sailors
with that NEC to the unit unless someone from the manning control authority or NPC
placement division intervenes to change the requisition or notify the detailers of low
Fit levels for the NEC.
Figure 6 illustrates the problem using actual manning data from September 2014 for
DDG-51 class ships. The chart plots, for each NEC on these ships, individual NEC Fit
level (i.e., the average Fit level for each NEC across all DDG-51 ships) versus the NEC
Aggr% level. Recall that, by definition, NEC Fit must be less than or equal to NEC
Aggr%.
Figure 6.

a.

NEC Fit versus NEC Aggr% for DDG-51 class shipsa

Each diamond represents an NEC and its average levels across all DDG-51 ships.

The NECs that are most affected are those that have an Aggr% above 100 percent but
have NEC Fit below 100 percent. These are the NECs in the shaded region of Figure 6.
The distribution system sees these NECs as fully manned, even though many have
NEC Fit levels in the 50- to 75-percent range. For example, NEC-9612 (AN/WSN-7(V)
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Operations and Maintenance Technician) has a 72-percent Fit level and a 125-percent
Aggr% level. Again, the distribution system sees this NEC as fully manned, so it will
not be attached to any billet requisition. Consequently, the Fit level for this NEC will
not improve until sailors who hold the NEC but are not DNEC’d leave the ship.

Actions to better align distribution with NEC Fit
To achieve higher NEC Fit, the distribution NEC demand signal needs to be better
aligned with the NEC Fit metric. We propose two actions to improve this alignment.


Update ENPRES. The most obvious action is to change how the NEC module in
ENPRES determines NEC shortfalls. Instead of counting all the NECs held by
crewmembers, the module should count only sailors who are DNEC’d to that
NEC. This would align NEC manning shortfalls with NEC Fit gaps and ensure
that any NEC with a Fit gap would be a candidate to be attached to a
requisition. Whether an NEC ultimately gets attached to a requisition depends
on other factors, such as rating and paygrade restrictions and the priority of
filling other NECs that have manning shortfalls.



Assign secondary DNECs to improve NEC Fit. Our understanding is that
ENPRES will attach only one NEC to a requisition, even if there are other NECs
on the unit with shortfalls that are eligible to be attached to the requisition.
Detailers, however, can assign sailors to fill two NEC requirements (i.e., assign
a primary and a secondary DNEC) provided both NECs do not represent fulltime jobs. This enables detailers to assign sailors a secondary DNEC to fill
NEC Fit gaps that are not reported by the distribution system. To perform
this function, the detailers would need access to unit-level NEC Fit data that
are available in the Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) system.
Because some sailors are assigned two DNECs, we know that detailers do this
to some degree. Unfortunately, determining the extent of these actions
relative to the opportunities was beyond the scope of this study. Therefore,
our recommendation is to look for more opportunities to have detailers
assign secondary DNECs to improve NEC Fit. Taking full advantage of these
opportunities will fill more of the NEC Fit gaps that are not reported by the
distribution system.

Two other actions can help reduce the effects of this disconnect. One is better
management of a sailor’s NEC inventory. Because ENPRES considers the crew’s entire
inventory of NECs, removing outdated NECs from sailors’ personal records will
reduce the overall count of NECs. Outdated NECs would be those to which a sailor
would no longer be assigned, mostly because of seniority (e.g., a journeyman- or
supervisor-level sailor would not be assigned to perform an apprentice-level job). The
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NEC manual, which defines the paygrade range of each NEC, could be used to
manage this inventory.
The other action is better management of information in the Enlisted Distribution
and Verification Report (EDVR), particularly DNECs. Actively managing the EDVR can
improve NEC Fit in several ways. On many units, managing sailors’ DNECs can
significantly improve NEC Fit. NECs that have high Aggr% but low Fit levels are prime
candidates for potential DNEC reassignments. Reassigning DNECs, however, should
be made only if the sailor is in a position to perform the job that requires the skills.
In the longer term, the transition to billet-based distribution (BBD) for enlisted sailors
will eliminate these problems. Under BBD, sailors will be detailed to specific billets. A
requisition will contain all the qualifications (rate, rating, primary and secondary
NEC) of the vacant billet. Except for a small set of NECs that represent unit-level
versus position-level requirements (e.g., rescue swimmer), the NEC inventory of
crewmembers who are not assigned to that billet will not affect the NEC
qualifications attached to a billet requisition.
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Do System Upgrades Affect NEC Fit?
Navy’s platform modernization program
The Navy’s modernization program continually updates operational platforms and
their Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Combat, and Intelligence (C5I)
systems to keep pace with technological advances and changing warfighter needs. Its
goal is to ensure that these units are capable of defeating evolving threats while
meeting service life requirements and future operational commitments.
Although a necessary part of a platform’s life cycle, this program adds to the
challenges of manning fleet units with the right numbers and types of sailors
because some modernization actions change a platform’s manpower requirements.
Weapon system upgrades, in particular, often bring new NEC requirements.
In this section, we investigate how system upgrades affect NEC Fit. We separate
upgrades into two types: (1) those installed on existing ships to replace legacy
systems and (2) those installed on new construction ships. We are concerned mostly
with the first type because they are installed on platforms (usually during
maintenance availabilities) whose crewmembers were most likely trained to operate
and maintain the legacy system.
For our investigation, we selected the DDG modernization program, which provides
mid-life upgrades (our type 1) to ensure that DDG-51 class ships maintain mission
relevance and remain an integral part of the Navy's surface force. Modernization
changes are also being introduced to new construction DDG-51 ships (our type 2) to
increase their baseline capabilities and provide commonality between new
construction ships and modernized in-service ships [6].

Anti-submarine warfare (ASW) combat
system improvement program for DDGs
To further narrow our focus, we examine the modernization program for the
AN/SQQ-89(V) ASW combat system on these ships. This system provides surface
warships with an undersea/anti-submarine warfare detection, localization,
classification, and targeting capability [7].
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As of September 2014, three variants of the AN/SQQ-89 system were installed on
DDG-51 class ships: AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6, AN/SQQ-89(V)15, and AN/SQQ-89A(V)15.
Each variant has a unique set of NEC requirements. Table 1 lists all the surface sonar
technician (STG) NEC requirements on DDG-51 ships and the variants of the AN/SQQ89 system to which they apply. Figure 7 shows the apprentice-, journeyman-, and
supervisor-level STG jobs and NEC requirements for each variant [7].
Table 1.

DDG AN/SQQ-89(V) system NEC requirements

NEC

Title

0411
0429
0430
0450
0455
0466
0521
0522
0523
0524
0525
0527
0417

AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6 Operator
MK 116 Mod 7 Operator
MK 116 Mod 7 Maintenance Technician
Advanced Acoustic Analysis
AN/SQS-53C Maintenance Technician
AN/SQQ-89 Sonar Watch Supervisor
AN/SQQ-89(V)15 Operator
AN/SQQ-89(V)15 Maintenance Technician
AN/SQQ-89(V)15 Journeyman
AN/SQQ-89A(V)15 Operator
AN/SQQ-89A(V)15 Maintenance Technician
AN/SQQ-89A(V)15 Journeyman
Surface Ship ASW Specialist

Variant applicability
AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6
AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6
AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6, (V)15, A(V)15
AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6, (V)15, A(V)15
AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6
AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6
AN/SQQ-89(V)15
AN/SQQ-89(V)15
AN/SQQ-89(V)15
AN/SQQ-89A(V)15
AN/SQQ-89A(V)15
AN/SQQ-89A(V)15
AN/SQQ-89(V)4/6, (V)15, A(V)15

The new technology upgrade AN/SQQ-89A(V)15 Advanced Capabilities Build (ACB)
and Technical Insertion (TI) versions are being installed on forward-fit (i.e., new)
DDGs and selected back-fit (i.e., in-service) DDG-51 and CG-47 ships. The three
apprentice- and journeyman-level NECs that are required to operate and maintain
this system are NEC-0524 (sensor operator), NEC-0525 (operator/maintenance
technician), and NEC-0527 (sonar watch supervisor) [7].
Figure 8 shows the most recent back-fit installation schedule, by hull, for the
AN/SQQ-89A(V)15. The schedule, which was published by the Naval Sea Systems
Command (NAVSEA), shows the installations that have occurred each year since 2009
and those planned for each year out to 2025. Since 2010, the Navy has upgraded
between four and six ships per year, and current plans call for this rate to continue
through 2021.
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Figure 7.

Variants of the AN/SQQ-89 system installed on DDG-51 class ships
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Figure 8.

AN/SQQ-89 A(V)15 installation plana

Source: Program Executive Office (PEO) Integrated Warfare Systems (IWS), Undersea
Systems, IWS5, AN/SQQ-89 A(V)15 Fielding Plan (Dec. 5, 2014).
Green cells represent completed installations; blue and purple cells represent current
and future installations.

a.
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Effects of AN/SQQ-89 upgrades on NEC Fit
To determine the impact of AN/SQQ-89 upgrades on NEC Fit, we first examine the
immediate effects on individual ships that have received this upgrade. We then look
at the longer term effects across the class of DDG-51 ships.

Ship-level effects
We begin our investigation by analyzing Fit levels for NEC-0527, which is the
journeyman sonar watch supervisor NEC for the AN/SQQ-89A(15) system. In
September 2014, 38 ships had this system installed. The average Fit level for this
NEC across these ships was 66 percent.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of NEC-0527 Fit for individual ships. Each DDG has
an authorized requirement for five sailors with this NEC. The distribution shows that
7 of the 38 ships were 100 percent Fit (i.e., no gaps) and 15 were 80 percent Fit (i.e.,
one NEC Fit gap). Of more interest were the 4 ships with 0 percent Fit and the 2 ships
with 20 percent Fit. These 6 ships reduce the average Fit level for this NEC on DDG51 ships from 78 percent to 66 percent.
Figure 9.

Fit levels for NEC-0527 on DDG-51 class ships
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Table 2 contains the requirements for NEC-0527 in TFMMS for these six ships from
FY10 to FY15. All four ships with zero Fit (i.e., five Fit gaps) in September 2014
received an ASW system upgrade in FY14, as indicated by the change in requirements
from zero to five, and one of the ships with 20 percent Fit received an upgrade in
FY13. These results clearly indicate that system upgrades do affect NEC Fit.
Table 2.

Yearly authorized requirements for NEC-0527

Hull
DDG-51 A. Burke
DDG-61 Ramage
DDG-77 O’Kane
DDG-94 Nitze
DDG-54 C. Wilbur
DDG-83 Howard

NEC‐0527
Fit gapsa

FY10

5
5
5
5
4
4

0
0
0
0
0
6

NEC‐0527 end‐of‐FY requirements
FY11
FY12
FY13
FY14
0
0
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
0
0
5

0
0
0
0
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5

FY15
5
5
5
5
5
5

Source: TFMMS.
a.

In September 2014.

Causes of NEC Fit decrements
To determine the reasons for the degradation in NEC Fit when new systems are
installed, we examined (1) the timing of when the new NECs became the authorized
requirement in TFMMS relative to when the installations occurred and (2) the
retraining (and awarding of new NECs) of current crewmembers who have NECs for
the legacy system.

Timing of new NEC requirements in TFMMS
From 2009 through 2013, 18 destroyers were upgraded with the AN/SSQQ-89(V)15
system. Table 3 contains the dates of the Selected Restricted Availabilities (SRA)
during which the system was installed and the date (month and year) that the new
NECs became the authorized requirements in TFMMS. It also shows the times from
the TFMMS change dates to the start and the end dates of the SRA. On average, the
new NECs became the requirement about 273 days before the start of the SRA (or
408 days before the end of the SRA).
Next, we plotted current-month Fit levels for the new NECs (0524, 0525, and 0527) as
a function of the time since these NECs became the requirement on each ship.15

Recall that NEC Fit is based on authorized requirements in TFMMS. Current-month Fit, which
we use in this study, is based on current-month requirements. The Navy also reports P09BA Fit
which is based on projected authorized requirements nine months in the future.
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Figure 10 shows the average levels for each NEC. For reference, we show the
approximate SRA period. We also label the period from the date of the new
requirement in TFMMS to the SRA as the “post-TFMMS, pre-installation” and the
period after the SRA as “post-installation.”
Table 3.

Hull
DDG-87
DDG-83
DDG-62
DDG-89
DDG-79
DDG-82
DDG-90
DDG-85
DDG-81
DDG-63
DDG-80
DDG-88
DDG-60
DDG-93
DDG-84
DDG-95
DDG-97
DDG-99

Timing of new NECs in TFMMS relative to the ship’s SRA dates

SRA start
date
6/17/2009
4/7/2010
4/28/2010
8/9/2010
1/17/2011
1/19/2011
8/16/2010
11/9/2011
2/9/2011
4/27/2011
11/18/2011
9/24/2011
9/7/2011
1/18/2012
12/20/2011
12/17/2012
2/27/2013
5/15/2013

SRA end
date
10/15/2009
7/21/2010
7/28/2010
11/10/2010
8/13/2011
5/31/2011
12/3/2010
3/14/2012
7/21/2011
9/30/2011
5/8/2012
4/12/2012
1/27/2012
5/15/2012
6/13/2012
4/10/2013
6/18/2013
9/23/2013

TFMMS NEC
change
datea
Sep-08
Mar-09
Aug-09
Nov-09
Mar-10
Mar-10
Apr-10
Sep-10
Oct-10
Jan-11
Feb-11
Feb-11
Mar-11
Mar-11
Apr-11
Mar-12
Mar-12
Jul-12
Average

SRA start date
to TFMMS
change
(days)
286
396
267
278
316
318
135
428
128
116
287
233
186
317
259
286
356
314
273

SRA end date
to TFMMS
change
(days)
404
500
357
369
522
450
242
553
290
269
457
431
326
434
432
399
467
442
408

Source: NAVSEA AN/SQQ-89 Installation schedule (December 2014) and TFMMS.
a.

Effective dates of manpower requirements in TFMMS are defined by year and month.

We see that Fit levels are very low during the post-TFMMS, pre-installation period,
although they do increase with time. These levels increase at a faster rate during the
installation (SRA) period. On one hand, for the apprentice NECs (0524 and 0525), Fit
continues to rise for a short time following the installation period but quickly levels
off at about 80 percent. The journeyman NEC (0527), on the other hand, also
continues to rise during and after the installation but at a much slower rate. It takes
nearly a year after the end of the installation period before it also levels off at about
80 percent.16

Later in the report, we discuss possible reasons why journeyman-level NECs, in general, have
lower Fit levels.
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These profiles reveal two problems. First, the new NECs become the authorized
requirement much too early in TFMMS. The date of these new requirements should
align with the installation period, not 9 to 12 months before. Otherwise, currentmonth Fit during the post-TFMMS, pre-installation period is measuring NEC manning
for systems that have not yet been installed. As we will discuss in more detail later in
the report, the effective dates of future requirements can be defined in TFMMS.
Figure 10.

NEC Fit relative to the timing of new requirements in TFMMS

Issues with the timing of new manpower requirements in TFMMS and their potential
effects on fleet Fit extend beyond the changes due to modernization. They also occur
in newly commissioned ships and affect both RCN and NEC Fit. When we calculated
average RCN and NEC Fit for DDG-51 class ships (see figure 1), we found that the fullcrew manpower requirements for new ships appear in TFMMS 15 to 24 months
before the commissioning date, whereas the personnel assigned to the unit
identification codes (UICs) of these ships do not appear until 3 to 6 months before
the commissioning dates (see table 4). Consequently, there are 15 or more months
(green colored cells in table 4) during which TFMMS shows authorized requirements,
but the personnel database shows no sailors on board. Including these ships in the
class average will lower RCN and NEC Fit by several percentage points.
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Table 4.

BA, inventory, and Fit levels for newly commissioned DDGs

Hull
DDG 110 USS
Lawrence
(commissioned
Jun. 2011)
DDG 111 USS
Spruance
(commissioned
Oct. 2011)
DDG 112 USS
Murphy
(commissioned
Oct. 2012)

Metric
Fit BA
Fit INV
RCN Fit
NEC Fit
Fit BA
Fit INV
RCN Fit
NEC Fit
Fit BA
Fit INV
RCN Fit
NEC Fit

Sep.
’09
44
0
0%
0%
43
0
0%
0%
3
0
0%
0%

Dec.
’09
244
0
0%
0%
247
0
0%
0%
113
0
0%
0%

Mar.
’10
244
0
0%
0%
247
0
0%
0%
113
0
0%
0%

Jun.
’10
244
0
0%
0%
247
0
0%
0%
113
0
0%
0%

Sep.
’10
244
0
0%
0%
247
0
0%
0%
113
0
0%
0%

Dec.
’10
244
0
0%
0%
247
0
0%
0%
248
0
0%
0%

Mar.
’11
244
211
86%
81%
247
0
0%
0%
248
0
0%
0%

Jun.
’11
244
220
90%
85%
247
217
88%
61%
248
0
0%
0%

Sep.
’11
244
223
91%
87%
247
216
87%
68%
248
0
0%
0%

Dec.
’11
249
228
92%
87%
250
221
88%
70%
248
0
0%
0%

Mar.
’12
249
226
91%
86%
250
216
86%
80%
248
0
0%
0%

Jun.
’12
251
237
94%
78%
250
218
87%
86%
248
203
82%
69%

Sep.
’12
251
239
95%
79%
250
220
88%
86%
248
224
90%
76%

Dec.
’12
265
243
92%
74%
266
227
85%
79%
265
233
88%
72%
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Part of the problems with new ships is that crewmembers who are assigned to the
ship before its commissioning are assigned to precommissioning units (PCUs) and
detachments (PCDs), both of which have different UICs.17 We do not know whether
the Navy Fit computations account for this issue. Even if they do, there are still
periods during which TFMMS will show full-crew requirements for the current month,
while the number of sailors assigned to a ship or its PCUs is well below the full-crew
requirement.
To address this issue, each month PERS-4013 and USFFC-N1P collaborate to
determine which units to exclude from fleet Fit levels that are presented in the CNOlevel metrics briefs. For example, in May 2015, 107 sea units (i.e., UICs) totaling
almost 7,200 authorized billets and nearly 3,000 sailors were excluded from RCN and
NEC Fit calculations. Although this action removes the effects that units with large
inventory-billet mismatches have on aggregate RCN and NEC Fit, it does not address
the effects caused by NEC changes from system upgrades.

Retraining of crewmembers
When new systems are installed on ships, crewmembers receive training, usually
from the manufacturer/organization that installs the system. The issue with regard
to NEC Fit, however, is whether these crewmembers earn the new NECs from this
training. If they don’t, NEC Fit will show gaps even though the crew has been trained
to operate and maintain the new system. And even if they do, if there are delays in
awarding these NECs, Fit levels will show gaps until the NECs appear on the sailors’
personnel records.
To answer these questions, we looked at the NEC history of STG apprentice and
journeyman crewmembers who were on board a DDG-51 ship prior to an upgrade
installation and remained on board after the installation was complete. For these
sailors, we compiled lists of their NECs and assigned DNECs before and after the
installation period (i.e., SRA). We then counted the number of crewmembers with the
new AN/SQQ-89A(V)15 NECs and DNECs for both periods. In reviewing the data for
individual ships, we identified three outcomes (see figure 11) and grouped the ships
accordingly. In the first group of ships (green rows), most of the crewmembers
received a new NEC (and new DNEC) after the installation. In the second group (red
rows), almost all the crewmembers never received a new NEC while assigned to those
ships. And in the third group (gray rows), most of the crewmembers arrived with a
new NEC (and new DNEC) before the installation occurred.

Precommissioning crews can form once the keel is laid and can continue until the ship is
commissioned. They consist of personnel assigned to the PCU, which is located at the shipyard,
and the PCD, which is located at the ship’s homeport.
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Figure 11.

NEC history of crewmembers before and after installation of upgrades

We pulled the homeport location of each ship to see whether the outcome depended
on location. For example, one might speculate that ships homeported in San Diego
would be more likely to get their current crewmembers retrained because the ASW
Training Center is there. But this does not seem to be the case because ships from
the same location are in multiple groups.
Next, we plotted the average Fit level for NECs 0524, 0525, and 0527 as a function of
time since the NECs became a requirement in TFMMS for each of these groups (see
figure 12). Again, we show the approximate SRA period. As expected, each group has
a different Fit profile. For the first group (new NECs after the installation), Fit is
nearly zero during the post-TFMMS, pre-installation period, but it increases quickly
during and after the installation. For the second group (crewmember never received
the new NECs), the increase in Fit is more gradual and reflects the arrival of new
crewmembers with the new NECs. For the third group (crewmembers with new NECS
who arrived before the installation), Fit levels increased during the post-TFMMS, preinstallation period and continued during the installation period as more
crewmembers reported on board with the new NECs. We are not sure of the reasons
for the three outcomes, but this is an issue that warrants further investigation.
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Figure 12.

STG NEC Fit profile for three groups of DDGs

Class-level effects
So far, we’ve examined the effects of system upgrades on individual ships’ Fit levels.
Now we turn to the effects of introducing new NECs on DDG-51 class average Fit.
Figure 13 plots the average DDG-51 class Fit levels for NECs 0524, 0525, and 0527 at
three-month intervals over the past five years. It shows that the Fit levels for each of
these NECs has increased significantly over this period.
Figure 13.

Effects of system upgrades on average Fit for DDG-51 class ships

Figure 13 also shows the percentage of DDG-51 ships with the AN/SQQ-89A(V)15
that are in the pre-installation period (i.e., time from when the new NEC requirements
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appear to TFMMS to the end of the SRA period) or for new ships the 12 months prior
to when the first sailors are assigned to the ship’s UIC. The results show a strong
inverse relationship. As more ships receive the new system, the percentage of ships
in the period when unit-level Fit is low becomes less and less. Conversely, over time,
a larger percentage of the ships with upgrades have passed this transition period and
reached their steady-state NEC Fit levels.

Planning for modernization generated
manpower changes
We’ve showed that some system upgrades come with new NEC requirements and that
these changes negatively affect NEC Fit. Here, we investigate how the Navy accounts
for these new requirements in developing its long-range training plans.

Student input plan process
The process by which the Navy determines future training plans is known as the
student input plan (SIP) process. It comprises several phases. The first phase is
determining the future training student throughput requirements—that is, how many
sailors the Navy will need to put through each of its training courses. The second
phase involves conducting a feasibility study to determine, for each course, whether
there be will sufficient capacity (i.e., instructors, classrooms, and technical training
equipment) to train the required throughput. If so, the requirement becomes the SIP.
If not, the learning center asks its resource sponsor for additional resources to
execute the requirement. If more resources are provided, the requirement becomes
the SIP. If not, the course becomes constrained, and its SIP is limited to the available
capacity. Once the final plans are developed, the learning centers build course
schedules and allocate quotas (class seats) to the various student groups (e.g.,
regular active duty Navy, selected reserve Navy, Marine Corps).
Because we are concerned with the changes in NEC requirements due to platform
modernization, our interest in the SIP process lies in how future throughput
requirements are determined for NEC producing C-schools. The SIP process plans for
training requirements three years in the future. The basis for determining student
throughput is the Navy’s future manpower requirements. For C-school planning,
these are the NEC requirements attached to authorized billets. The authoritative
source for these requirements is TFMMS, which contains billet requirements and
authorizations for the current fiscal year and each year of the Future Year Defense
Plan (FYDP).
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Future year NEC requirements in TFMMS
Earlier, we showed that manpower requirement changes due to system upgrades
appear in TFMMS about a year before the installation. Although this timing supports
the enlisted distribution process, which looks at requirements nine months in the
future, it does not support the SIP process. To illustrate, figure 14 shows the current
and future year authorized sea-duty requirements for NEC-0524 that appeared in
TFMMS over the past seven years. Each horizontal line represents the current and
future year requirements that were in TFMMS at the end of each fiscal year. For
example, the bottom dark blue line shows the current and future year requirements
in TFMMS on September 2008 and the top brown line shows the requirements in
TFMMS on September 2014.
Figure 14.

Current and future year sea-duty requirements for NEC-0524

Source: TFMMS.

Changes that occur along the horizontal lines are long-range projections that
primarily reflect force structure changes (in this case, new DDGs with the AN/SQQ89A(V)15 system that increase the number of NEC-0524 billets). Because these are
long-range changes, they are accounted for when determining training requirements
in the SIP process.
Changes in the vertical columns represent yearly changes that were not reflected in
the previous year’s future requirements. Most of these changes stem from installing
new systems on in-service ships under the modernization program. Because they are
not included in the long-range projections, they do not appear in TFMMS earlier
enough to be accounted for. The year-to-year changes in the vertical columns,
however, do not appear in TFMMS far enough in advance to be accounted for in
determining NEC training requirements.
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For example, the SIP process that was conducted in 2008 focused on training
requirements in 2011. According to Figure 14, at that time the projected requirement
for NEC-0524 in 2011 was 71. Jumping forward to 2011, however, we see that the
actual requirement turned out to be 169. In this case, the SIP would be well below the
required capacity and would result in a shortage of NEC-0524 trained sailors in
2011.18

Increases in training requirements
Another issue arising from the modernization program that complicates training
planning is the prerequisite training for new journeyman NECs. When a new system
is installed, the Navy trains recruits to fill the new apprentice-level NECs. The amount
of training for accessions will not change unless the length of training for the new
NECs differs from the legacy NECs. If the training times are similar, the amount of
training should be the same because the increase in training for the new NECs should
be offset by a decrease in training for the old NECs.
This is not the case for some journeyman NECs because they have prerequisite NECs
known as component NECs. To be eligible to earn these journeyman NECs, the sailor
must hold the component NEC. For example, NEC-0524 (sensor operator) is a
prerequisite for NEC-0527 (sonar watch supervisor). Thus, if a sailor is selected to be
a sonar watch supervisor on an AN/SQQ-89A(V)15 ship but had previously been a
sensor operator on another variant of this system, he would need to attend training
for NEC-0524 in addition to the training to earn NEC-0527. This adds to the training
requirements for some apprentice NECs.
To verify that this does occur, we identified sailors who earned NEC-0524 in each of
the past five years (2010-2014). Figure 15 shows the paygrade distribution of these
sailors by year. Sailors earning this NEC ranged from E-1s to E-6s. All the sea duty
requirements for NEC-0524, however, belong to E-3 or E-4 billets. But the data show a
significant number of E-5 and E-6 sailors earning this NEC. When we further
examined these sailors, we found that about 77 percent went on to earn NEC-0527,
which implies that they earned NEC-0524 to satisfy the prerequisites.
This additional training does not pose a problem if it is accounted for in the SIP
process. If it is not, there will be insufficient capacity to train enough sailors to fill all
the NEC-0524 and NEC-0527 requirements.

18
The SIP process accounts for emerging requirements by continually updating the training
plan for each fiscal year. However, as the plan gets closer to execution, the ability to make
significant adjustments decreases.
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Figure 15.

Paygrade distribution of sailors who earned NEC-0524 from 2010 to 2014

Source: EMR.

Actions to lessen the effects of system
upgrades on NEC Fit
The primary reason why system upgrades negatively affect NEC Fit is not that they
bring new NEC requirements but rather how (and when) these new requirements are
entered in TFMMS.
We offer two improvements to better manage these requirements in TFMMS:


Set the effective date of new system NEC requirements in TFMMS to coincide
with the installation date. Manpower requirements for a new system should
not appear as the current authorized requirement until the system has been
installed. Under these rules, current-month NEC Fit would always be
measured against the actual systems on board. TFMMS has the capability to
define the date (month and year) of future manpower requirements. Each
record in TFMMS has effective start and end dates that define the timeframe
during which the billet information in that record is valid.19 For example,
suppose a current E-5 billet will change to an E-6 billet in October 2016.

Effective dates are defined using a five-digit format in which the first digit represents the
century (2 or 3), the second and third digits represent the year (00-99), and the fourth and fifth
digits represent the month (01–12).

19
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TFMMS will contain two records for this billet. The record with the E-5
paygrade will have an effective end date of September 2016, and the record
with the E-6 paygrade will have an effective start date of October 2016.
Future changes to a billet’s NEC requirements can be defined in the same
manner.20


Enter future modernization manpower changes in TFMMS at least three years
in advance. Modernization program offices plan system upgrade schedules
well in advance of the installation. TFMMS should be synced with these plans,
and its out-year requirements should reflect these scheduled changes.
Without this change, the training requirements determination phase of the
SIP process will need to augment the NEC requirements in TFMMS with
projected NEC changes based on these installation schedules.

In addition to changing how manpower requirements are managed in TFMMS, we
recommend two other actions to lessen the effects of system upgrades on NEC Fit:


Plan for training increases in apprentice NECs that are prerequisites for new
system journeyman NECs. Sailors who are in training for journeyman NECs
for new systems but who worked on legacy systems as apprentices will likely
need to attend some of the apprentice training for the new system to satisfy
prerequisites. If this additional throughput is not accounted for in the SIP
process, there will be insufficient capacity to train the required number of
sailors to fill all the apprentice and journeyman NECs.



Ensure that all retrained sailors are awarded new NECs. Our analysis reveals
wide variation in the NEC inventory of crewmembers who received training
during the installation of new systems. On some ships, nearly all those
crewmembers received the NECs for the new systems, whereas, on others,
none or very few crewmembers were awarded the new NECs. Assuming that
all crewmembers are trained on new systems, this most likely represents
inaction by the ship to request the new NECs or delays in processing these
requests and updating the sailors’ personnel records.

20
The effective start date for the first record would be the date of the last billet change, or
00000 if there were no changes since the billet was established. The effective end date for the
second record would reflect another planned change (further in the future), or 99999, which
indicates no more changes.
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Are NEC Requirements Executable?
With few exceptions, the Navy’s military workforce is a closed labor market. The
Navy recruits, develops, and grows a workforce to meet its manpower requirements.
Personnel management, training, and assignment policies govern how the Navy
works to align this workforce to requirements. Most of the Navy’s manpower
requirements, however, are defined piecemeal—that is, unit by unit. Sometimes the
aggregation of these requirements results in billet structures that are not aligned
with the current set of personnel and training management policies. These
misalignments or unexecutable billet structures inevitably result in a mismatch
between inventory and requirements that have a negative impact on fleet manning.
CNA’s previous investigation of fleet RCN Fit identified unexecutable billet structures
as an underlying cause of RCN Fit gaps for some ratings and paybands [2]. Defining
what is executable or unexecutable is difficult because this depends on various MPT&E
policies (such as advancement rules and sea-shore flow policies) and on retention.
Filling NEC requirements differs from filling rating requirements. Except for closedloop NECs (which are not part of NEC Fit), the Navy does not grow and maintain an
inventory of qualified sailors to match all fleet NEC requirements. Many sailors who
are selected to fill these requirements are sent to school en route to their assignment
to earn the NEC. Regardless of these differences, we still need to investigate whether
the billet structures of NEC requirements contribute to low Fit levels.
Once again, we examine this issue by continuing our analysis of Fit levels for STG
NECs.

STG NEC Fit levels
In examining Fit levels for STG NECs, we discovered that the levels for journeyman
NECs have been much lower than for apprentice NECs. Figure 16 shows the levels for
these two groups of NECs in September 2014. The top chart shows the Fit levels
across DDG-51 class ships for journeyman NECs (i.e., sonar watch and undersea
warfare fire-control supervisors). The bottom chart shows Fit levels for the
apprentice NECs (i.e., sensor operators and operator/maintenance technicians). The
average Fit level for journeyman NECs was 59 percent, whereas the average for
apprentice NECs was 84 percent.
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Figure 16.

STG NEC Fit levels (September 2014)

This 25-percentage-point difference prompted us to investigate why Fit levels for
journeyman NECs were so much lower. Our approach was to analyze STGs on DDG51 ships from a paygrade and career path perspective (i.e., how many STGs in each
paygrade were on their first, second, or later sea tour) and then compare these
groups with the paygrade structure and career path expectations of the NEC
requirements. This analysis assumes that DDG billets requiring journeyman STG
NECs are intended to be filled mostly by sailors on their second sea tour (as implied
back in figure 7). This assumption is supported by the fact that these NECs are not
part of accession training and, therefore, are not expected to be filled by sailors on
their first sea tours. In addition, the NEC manual states that sailors must be at least
E-4s to be awarded these NECs [1].
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STGs on DDG-51 ships
We compiled personnel data from the Enlisted Master Record (EMR) file on STG
sailors who were serving on DDG-51 class ships in September 2014. Figure 17 shows
the paygrade by year-of-service (YOS) profile for these sailors. We then divided these
sailors into three groups based on whether they were likely serving on their first,
second, or third (or later) sea tours. We estimated the YOS boundaries for each group
using STG sea tour and initial contract lengths.21 We defined sailors with 6 or fewer
years of service as being on the first sea tour, between 6 and 16 years as being on the
second sea tour, and beyond 16 years as being on the third or later sea tour. Table 5
shows the number of sailors by paygrade in each group. Under these assumptions,
72 percent of crewmembers are on their first sea tours, 21 percent are on their
second sea tours, and 7 percent are on their third or later sea tours.
Figure 17.

STGs on DDGs: Paygrade by YOS profilea

Source: EMR.
a.

Inventory as of September 2014.

STGs can enlist with four- or six-year obligation contracts. Tour length for the first and
second STG sea tour is 54 months.

21
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Table 5.
Paygrade
E-1 to E-3

STG inventory by paygrade and sea tour
1st sea tour
115

2nd sea tour
-

3rd+ sea tour
-

E-4

276

-

-

E-5

285

29

-

E-6

3

133

20

E-7

-

29

27

E-8

-

2

16

679

196

63

Total

Inventory vs. requirements
Next, we examined STG manpower requirements on DDG-51 class ships. All
authorized billets for STGs on these ships have one NEC requirement. We grouped
the requirements as apprentice level (which we equate to first sea tour), journeyman
level (which we equate to second sea tour), and supervisor level (which we equate to
third and later sea tours) based on the NEC attached to the billet. Figure 18 shows
the results. The top table in each career phase contains the number of authorized
billets by NEC and paygrade. For example, there are 610 apprentice (i.e., first-tour)
billets, 304 journeyman billets, and 61 supervisor billets.
Figure 18.

Population vs. requirements misalignment: E-5 STGs on DDGs

Source: TFMMS and EMR.

The final step was to compare the NEC billet requirements with the STG population.
The bottom table in each phase shows the crewmembers (from table 3). Notice that
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the E-5 billets are spread evenly between apprentice (first term/first sea tour) and
journeyman (second sea tour) NEC requirements. Also note that nearly all the E-5
STGs on DDGs (91 percent) are likely on their first sea tours.
This misalignment creates a problem because, as mentioned earlier, these
journeymen NECs are not part of STG accession training. In order for first-term E-5
STGs to fill journeyman NEC requirements, they would need to get the NEC training
during their first assignments. It is difficult, however, to send sailors away for NEC
training. The STG journeyman supervisor NECs require schoolhouse training, which
is offered only at the ASW Training Center in San Diego, California. Furthermore, the
training for these NECs is, on average, about 29 weeks in length.22

NEC training opportunities for fleet sailors
In the previous section, we stated that it is difficult for sailors on board ships to get
the formal schoolhouse training that is required to earn most NECs. To confirm this,
we examined sailors who earned NEC-0527 in the past five years. We were interested
in when these sailors earned this NEC, specifically whether it was during their first
sea tours or en route to their second sea tours. Figure 19 shows the distribution of
when these sailors earned this NEC as a function of years since they first reached the
fleet. Because the first sea tour for STGs is 54 months, we assumed that anyone who
earned the NEC within five years of reaching the fleet most likely earned that NEC
while serving in the first tour, and anyone who earned the NEC after five years
probably earned the NEC en route to the second sea tour.
Based on these assumptions, only about a quarter of these sailors earned this NEC
during their initial sea tours. This supports our claim that it is difficult for sailors to
get NEC training while assigned to a ship; this situation, combined with the paygrade
structure of the billets requiring journeyman NECs, contributes to low Fit levels.

The training pipeline for this NEC comprises three courses: K-210-0529 (11 weeks), A-1300063 (16 weeks), and A-130-0073 (2 weeks).
22
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Figure 19.

Distribution of when sailors earned NEC-0527 relative to their first fleet
datea

Source: EMR.
a.

Based on sailors who earned NEC-0527 from 2010 through 2014.

Actions to improve journeyman NEC Fit
Improving the alignment between NEC requirements and current personnel
management and training policies is a more difficult challenge. The misalignment we
found for journeyman STG NECs is just one example of a more systemic issue that
creates challenges for enlisted manning—namely, that manpower requirements are
defined by paygrade, whereas many personnel management policies (e.g., sea-shore
flow) are defined by length of service.
The relationship between paygrade and length of service is nebulous. It varies by
rating and changes with time. From an NEC manning perspective, the crux of the
issue is the alignment between career path expectations (i.e., when in a career do we
expect sailors to perform the jobs that require the NEC?) and career path execution
(i.e., where in their career path are sailors who are in the paygrades of the NEC
requirements?). When these two are not aligned—given the limited opportunities for
sailors to attend NEC-awarding training—filling NEC requirements becomes more
difficult.
We believe that the first step in addressing this problem is to identify those NECs
and ratings that have significant misalignments between career path expectations
and execution. Based on our limited look, this review should focus on journeyman
NEC requirements in high-tech, sea-intensive ratings. We suggest determining, for
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each of these ratings, the percentage of at-sea E-5 sailors who are on their second sea
tours and comparing these numbers with the number of E-5 journeyman NEC
requirements.
For ratings with NECs that have large mismatches (like the STGs), there are two
options for improvement. One is to change the paygrade structure of the unit’s
requirements. For our STG example, this would entail converting E-5 billets to E-6
billets. The second option is to change personnel management policies. For example,
shortening the first sea tour would increase the percentage of at-sea E-5 sailors who
are on their second sea tours. Obviously, any change to either requirements or
personnel management will have other implications that need to be considered in
determining the best set of actions to address these issues.
Such MPT&E initiatives as defining first-term billets and using this information to
determine accession requirements help to highlight this issue and can ultimately
reduce the magnitude of these misalignments. But this issue requires further
investigation to seek a better two-way alignment between how manpower
requirements are defined and the processes, procedures, and policies that govern
how the Navy grows, manages, trains, develops, and assigns its enlisted workforce.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
This section summarizes our major findings and recommendations.

Major findings
In our investigation of how the enlisted distribution process, ship modernization
program, and paygrade structure of NEC requirements affect NEC Fit, we uncovered
five major issues that we believe prevent the Navy from achieving higher fleet NEC
Fit:
1. The distribution process is not aligned to maximize NEC Fit. A disconnect exists
between how the distribution system generates NEC requests and how Fit
measures NEC manning. Whereas the distribution system counts all the NECs
held by a unit’s crewmembers in determining NEC shortfalls, the NEC Fit
counts only sailors who are assigned a DNEC and hold that NEC. This
disconnect can cause the distribution system to assess a unit’s NEC
requirements as fully manned even though Fit levels show NEC gaps. When this
occurs, the system won’t generate a request for the NEC, and, without that
demand signal, detailers will not assign sailors with that DNEC to the unit. As a
result, the NEC Fit gaps will remain unfilled.
2. System upgrades with new NEC requirements degrade NEC Fit. In-service units
that receive system upgrades with new NEC requirements suffer decreases in
their measured NEC Fit. Our analysis shows that it takes up to 15 months from
the date of the new NEC requirements in TFMMS for Fit levels to reach their
steady state. The primary reason for the decrease in Fit is not the upgrade but
how (and when) the new requirements are entered in TFMMS. We found that
new NEC requirements become the authorized requirements 9 to 12 months
prior to the start of the installation period, which means that Fit is measured
against a system that won’t be on board for almost a year. Therefore, it is not
surprising that Fit levels during this time are very low.
3. Out-year manpower requirements in TFMMS do not reflect future NEC changes
due to modernization, resulting in training mismatches. New manpower
requirements for in-service units scheduled for system upgrades are entered
into TFMMS about one year prior to installation. The Navy’s process for
planning, resourcing, and scheduling schoolhouse training focuses on
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requirements three years in the future. Consequently, using TFMMS out-year
requirements as the basis for NEC school plans can result in inaccurate plans
for some NECs. It will underestimate training requirements (which will result in
insufficient training capacity) for new system NECs and overestimate
requirements (which will result in unused training resources) for legacy system
NECs.
4. Modernization increases apprentice NEC training requirements. System-specific
journeyman NECs often have system-specific apprentice NECs as prerequisites.
Sailors who are in training for journeyman NECs for a new system and who
were previously trained on an older system (which is usually the case when
new systems are introduced) will need to retake part of the apprentice-level
training for the new system to earn the prerequisite NECs. This additional
throughput in new system apprentice NEC training can cause capacityrequirement mismatches (which can affect Fit by limiting the number of sailor
earning these NECs) if not accounted for in the training planning process.
5. Some NEC requirements are difficult to fill because their paygrade structure is
not aligned with current personnel management and training policies. Most STG
jobs that require a journeyman NEC are expected to be filled by sailors on their
second sea tours, but about half of these NEC requirements are tied to E-5
billets, and we found that most E-5 STGs at sea are still on their first sea tours.
Because journeymen NECs are not part of STG accession training, these sailors
have limited opportunities to earn the journeyman NEC during their first sea
tour.

Recommendations
We offer several recommendations to mitigate the major issues in our three focus
areas and ultimately improve fleet NEC Fit.

Improve the enlisted distribution process
To improve the alignment between the distribution NEC demand signal and the NEC
Fit metric, we recommend the following actions:


Update the Enlisted Personnel Requisition System (ENPRES) by changing how
the NEC module determines NEC shortfalls. Instead of counting all the NECs
held by crewmembers, the module should count only sailors who are DNEC’d
to that NEC.



Look for more opportunities to have detailers assign secondary DNECs to
improve NEC Fit. A sailor can be assigned to fill two NEC requirements (i.e.,
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assigned a primary and secondary DNEC) provided both NECs do not
represent full-time jobs. Taking full advantage of these opportunities will
enable detailers to fill more NEC Fit gaps that are not reported by the
distribution system.
Two other actions can help reduce the effects of this misalignment. One is better
management of a sailor’s NEC inventory. Because ENPRES considers the crew’s entire
inventory of NECs, removing outdated NECs from sailors’ personal records will
reduce the overall count of NECs. The other action is better management of
information in the Enlisted Distribution and Verification Report (EDVR), particularly
DNECs. Actively managing the EDVR can improve NEC Fit in several ways. On many
units, managing sailors’ DNECs can significantly improve NEC Fit. NECs that have
high Aggr% but low Fit levels are prime candidates for potential DNEC reassignments.
Reassigning DNECs, however, should be made only if the sailor is in position to
perform the job that requires the skills.
In the longer term, the transition to billet-based distribution (BBD) for enlisted sailors
will eliminate these problems. Under BBD, sailors will be detailed to specific billets. A
requisition will contain all the qualifications (rate, rating, primary and secondary
NEC) of the vacant billet. Thus, the NEC inventory of crewmembers who are not
assigned to that billet will not affect the NEC qualifications attached to a billet
requisition.

Lessen the effects of system upgrades
To lessen the effects of system upgrades on NEC Fit, we recommend the following
actions:


Set the effective date of new system NEC requirements in TFMMS to coincide
with the installation date. Manpower requirements for a new system should
not appear as the current authorized requirement until the system has been
installed. TFMMS has the capability to define the date (month and year) of
future manpower requirements. Each record in TFMMS has effective start and
end dates that define the timeframe during which the billet information in
that record is valid.



Enter future modernization manpower changes in TFMMS at least three years
in advance. Modernization program offices plan system upgrade schedules
well in advance of the installation. TFMMS should be synced with these plans,
and its out-year requirements should reflect these changes.



Plan for training increases in apprentice NECs that are prerequisites for new
system journeyman NECs. Sailors who are in training for journeyman NECs
for new systems but who worked on legacy systems as an apprentice will
likely need to attend some of the apprentice training for the new system to
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satisfy prerequisites. If this additional throughput is not accounted for in the
student input plan (SIP) process, there will be insufficient capacity to train all
the apprentice and journeyman sailors.


Ensure that all retrained sailors are awarded new NECs. Our analysis reveals
wide variation in the NEC inventory of crewmembers who received training
during the installation of new systems. On some ships, nearly all those
crewmembers received the NECs for the new systems, whereas on others, no
one or very few crewmembers were awarded the new NECs. Assuming that all
crewmembers are trained on new systems, this most likely represents
inaction by the ship to request the new NECs or delays in processing these
requests and updating the sailors’ personnel records.

Make NEC requirements more executable
Improving the alignment between NEC requirements and the Navy’s personnel
management and training policies is a more difficult challenge. To address this
problem, we suggest identifying those NECs and ratings that have significant
misalignments between career path expectations and execution. Focus on
journeyman NEC requirements in high-tech, sea-intensive ratings, and compare the
percentage of at-sea E-5 sailors who are on their second sea tours with the number of
E-5 journeyman NEC requirements.
There are two ways to improve ratings with NECs that have large mismatches: (1)
change the paygrade structure of the unit’s requirements (e.g., convert STG E-5 billets
to E-6s) or (2) change personnel management policies (e.g., shorten the first sea tour
to increase the percentage of at-sea E-5 sailors who are on their second sea tours).
Other implications that result from such changes will require careful consideration.
These misalignments stem from a more systemic issue that creates challenges for
enlisted manning—namely, that manpower requirements are defined by paygrade,
whereas many personnel management policies (e.g., sea-shore flow) are defined by
length of service. MPT&E initiatives, such as defining first-term billets and using this
information to determine accession requirements, help to highlight this issue. It will
take further investigation, however, to identify a better way to align how manpower
requirements are defined with how the Navy trains, develops, and assigns its enlisted
workforce.
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